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Abstract— Hardware reliability margin should be
derived from the worst-case aging scenario, which
typically occurs when the circuits are operating at
peak performance state with the highest operating
voltage and frequency. However, as integrated circuits enter the “dark silicon” era, it is impossible to
power up all circuits throughout the entire lifetime.
Reliability margining in absence of architecture-level
power/thermal constraints can be overly pessimistic.
In this work, we propose a margining scheme that employs the power/thermal contexts and system management policies to derive the actual worst-case workload
pattern for different reliability phenomena. Our experiment results show that at 60% dark ratio, conventional margining approach can overestimate the aging
degradation due to EM and BTI by up to 3-7X and
18% respectively. Our margining method is able to
eliminate these over-pessimism and results in about
20% delay margin and 40%-60% metal width margin
reduction.

I. Introduction
With ending of perfect Dennard scaling, integrated circuits
have entered the “dark silicon” era [10], where chips are fundamentally power- and thermal-constrained. Multi-core design
has been widely adopted as the approach to both improve energy efficiency by operating at lower power state and exploiting
workload parallelism [14, 18]. Meanwhile, single-thread performance is still desired by the workload that is not parallelizable. Techniques such as “turbo boost” [9] are used to temporarily operate one or several processor cores at higher voltage/frequency under certain power/thermal constraints. This
creates a large dynamic range in performance and power that
the hardware is designed to run at but maybe only for part of
the circuits or only for a limited amount of time. For example, Intel i7-920XM [1, 2] has a base frequency of 2 GHz. It
can be boosted to operate at maximum 2.26 GHz with four
active cores and to 3.2 GHz with only one core active. This
gap can be more pronounced for systems with tighter thermal
constraints such as mobile devices [21].
Conventionally, hardware reliability margin is derived from
the worst-case aging scenario with possibly pessimistic assumptions. Although sense-and-adapt approach may be used to reduce parametric (e.g., voltage, delay) margin at runtime [11],
physical (e.g., wire width or spacing) margin must be determined during hardware design time. Since most circuit wearout mechanisms (e.g., Negative- and Positive-Bias Temperature Instability (N/PBTI), Hot-Carrier-Injection (HCI), Electromigration (EM) etc.) degrade faster at higher voltage and
temperature, the margin is typically derived when the circuits
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are operating at peak performance state with the highest voltage, current and temperature.
The dark silicon contexts impose additional constraints so
that it is impossible for all circuits to operate at peak performance state throughout the entire lifetime. Therefore, the
reliability margin derived by the conventional approach can be
overly pessimistic and is expected to be worse with technology
scaling and increasing silicon “darkness”. Different terms have
been used to describe this “darkness”, such as dark silicon fraction [10], dark area [17], and transistor utilization wall [25]. In
this work, we define a term d called “dark ratio”. The definition of d for power-constrained scenario is described in Equation 1, where d = 0 means all circuits can be fully powered
up. The definition of d for thermal-constrained scenario will
be described later in Equation 9.
d=1−

maximum allowed power
maximum possible power

(1)

The over-pessimism may be reduced by correctly accounting for the dark silicon contexts. The main challenge is how
to transform the high-level power/thermal (i.e., spatial) constraints into hardware aging (i.e., temporal) profile, especially
with mixture of complicated reliability models and system
power/thermal management schemes. In this work, we propose
a hardware reliability margining methodology (see Fig. 1). It
uses an accumulation model to represent the aging degradation
dependence on circuit power states. An optimization problem
is formulated to search in the space of possible system workload
(i.e., power states of each processor cores) patterns that stress
the circuits under the power/thermal constraints. By exploiting the properties of workload and management policy, this
spatial distribution workload can be transformed into temporal aging profile, which can be used with accumulation model
in the optimization to determine the worst-case aging degradation under the power/thermal constraints. The contribution
of our work are:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on reliability margining considering the high-level power/thermal
constraints imposed by the dark silicon contexts.
• We formulate and solve the margining problem for both
power- and thermal-constrained cases. Experimental results show that at 60% dark ratio, conventional margining approach can results in 3-7X and 18% overestimate
of aging degradation due to EM and BTI respectively.
Our margining method is able to eliminate these overpessimism and results in about 20% delay margin and
40%-60% metal width margin reduction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces some background of EM and BTI modeling and margining. Section III describes how to derive the required data and
model for our methodology. Section IV and Section V present

Fig. 1. Margining Methodology Overview.

the problem formulation for reliability margining under power
constraints and thermal constraints, respectively. Experimental results and some discussions are presented in Section VI,
and Section VII concludes the paper.

C. Margining for EM and BTI

II. Background
In this work, we focus on two reliability phenomena, EM
and BTI, as they require different types of design margin. The
basic modeling for EM and BTI are described in Section II.A
and II.B. Design margining for EM and BTI is introduced in
Section II.C.

A. EM Modeling
Electromigration [3, 13] is a wear-out mechanism on interconnects. Void are created on metal wires due to momentum
transfer from the electrons moving in the wires. The Mean
Time to Failure (MTTF) of EM can be modeled by the famous Black’s equation [5]:
M T T F = A0 J −2 eEm /kT

(2)

where A0 is a constant, J is the current density, Em is the
activation energy for the EM mechanism, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the temperature.
For non-DC current, Hunter [13] derived an “average” current density model for arbitrary unipolar current. This model
is useful for interconnects with unipolar current, such as power
distribution networks (PDNs). An effective current density can
be derived with Equation 3.
Jef f =

1
T

Z

T

J(t)dt

BTI, the device threshold voltage increases when the transistor is turned on (i.e., positively or negatively stressed). When
the stress voltage is removed, part of the degradation can be
recovered.
The exact BTI mechanism and model is still under debate within the reliability community. There are two major
BTI models, reaction-diffusion (RD) model [4, 26] and trapping/detrapping (TD) model [24]. However, most existing analytical BTI models are derived for static operating conditions
and may not be directly used for dynamic operating conditions
introduced by typical system-level power management mechanisms such as DVFS and power gating. BTI simulators [7]
have been used to simulate the degradation under arbitrary
stress profile.

(3)

0

where Jef f is the effective current density for EM purpose, T
is the period, and J(t) is the current density at time t.
Banerjee etc. [3] derived the model with a recovery factor
R for symmetric bipolar (AC) current. So the effective current density Jef f is R times the absolute current density. This
model is useful for evaluating EM on signal wires, because in
digital circuits, signal wires are used to charging up or charging down the same loading capacitance. So the average current
density will be proportional to the supply voltage, loading capacitance and switching frequency. This dependence can be
derived as Equation 4:
R
|J(t)|dt
µCload V f
Jef f = R ·
=R·
(4)
T
w·h
where µ is the signal switching probability, Cload is the loading capacitance, V is the supply voltage, f is the operating
frequency, w is the metal width, and h is the metal height.

Unlike typical design optimization, hardware margining
must be pessimistic to account for all possible or even pathological worst-case scenarios. In many cases, pessimistic assumptions are unavoidable and necessary. In this work, our
approach will strictly follow this rule. The pessimism in the assumptions and approaches will be summarized in Section VI.D.
As suggested by Black’s equation (see Equation 2), EM
margining can be done by increasing the interconnect width
in order to reduce the current density. Typically, certain design guidelines are given by the foundry as part of the reliability design rules. For example, in a commercial 45nm design
manual, the reliability design rules are given as the currentdependent minimum width requirement for each metal layer.
The amount of EM margin can also affect other design metrics
such as performance, power and area [15].
In a circuit design, there are different types of interconnect
that can be affected by EM. In this work, we consider EM
on both local PDN for a processor core and the signal wires
inside the processor core. We omit the global PDN because
the margin can be directly derived from the power constraints
(i.e., dark ratio and total power).
BTI-induced threshold degradation can affect both logic and
memory and result in reduced read/write margin [19] and increased logic delay. Since SRAM operating conditions are usually more stable, in this work, we focus on the BTI-induced
delay degradation for logic.
There can be two approaches to margin for BTI-induced
delay degradation. One way is estimating the end-of-lifetime
delay degradation for the entire circuit and directly applying
it as additional delay margin (i.e., reducing clock frequency)
or voltage margin (i.e., increasing supply voltage). The other
way is to estimate the process corners for the aged devices and
performing timing sign-off accordingly (i.e., increase the design
efforts such as using larger cells). In this work, we will use the
former approach to evaluate the BTI margin, as the margin in
latter approach depends on the specific design/constraints.

III. Power, Thermal and Accumulation Models
An overview of our proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1.
The shaded blocks are assumed to be known at hardware design
time. In this section, we will focus on the modeling of power,
thermal and reliability. Unless otherwise defined, all notations
used in Section III, IV and V are listed in Table I. Matrix
transpose is represented with a prime symbol, i.e., transpose
of x is represented as x0 .

B. BTI Modeling

A. Accumulation Model

Bias Temperature Instability is a wear-out mechanism related to the transistor. Depending on the transistor type, BTI
effects include NBTI for PMOS and PBTI for NMOS. Due to

Most reliability models are derived for static scenarios. However, a dynamic reliability model is required to study the worstcase aging scenarios, which can be a mixture of different power

TABLE I
Glossary of Terminology
Term
N
n
M
m
P max
T max
T amb
d
x
P
F
V
T
Tbak
A
S
f (x)

Description
Total number of processor cores
Index for processor cores
Total number of power states
Index for power state
Maximum allowed power
Maximum allowed temperature
Ambient temperature
Dark ratio
M × 1 vector where xm is the number of cores at
power state m
M × 1 vector where Pm is the power consumption
of a processor core at power state m
M × 1 vector where Fm is the operating frequency
of a processor core at power state m
M × 1 vector where Fm is the supply voltage
of a processor core at power state m
N × 1 vector where Tn is the temperature of
processor core n
N × 1 vector where Tnbak is the background
temperature of processor core n
N × N matrix where A(n1 , n2 ) is the temperature
increase of core n1 due to power consumed by core n2
N × M matrix where S(n, m) is the proportion of
time that core n spends in power state m
The accumulation model for a processor core
spending xm /M lifetime at each power state m

states. For example, with the same power budget, the circuits
can be operating at 0.8V constantly or alternating between
0.7V and 0.9V. We need to be able to compare these different
workload patterns in order to determine the worst case.
Most reliability-related phenomena are temperaturedependent.
Intuitively, lower power states are usually
associated with lower temperature. So we may be able to
use lower temperature for calculating the degradation. But
this cannot be guaranteed considering the following scenario
that the processor core has already been heated up by other
heavy workload before entering a lower power state. This
history dependence makes it difficult to make any pessimistic
assumption about temperature other than using the maximum
temperature.
In our proposed methodology, reliability model is used to
characterize an accumulation model (see Fig. 1). This helps
isolate the model-dependence and makes our methodology
more general for different wear-out mechanisms. The accumulation model is a function to calculate the pessimistic estimation of end-of-life degradation under a given workload pattern.
The input to the accumulation model is the fraction of circuit
lifetime spent in different power states (i.e., x).
Some reliability models themselves suggest the corresponding accumulation model. For example, the current density for
local PDN is proportional to the power consumption. Therefore the EM accumulation model can be derived based on
Equation 3 as:
f (x) ∝ x0 · P
(5)
The EM accumulation model for signal wires can be derived
based on Equation 4 as:
f (x) ∝ x0 · (F ◦ V)

(6)

where ◦ represents Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise multiplication).
For other reliability phenomena like BTI, applying the analytical models directly for dynamic cases may lead to mislead-

ing results [7]. In this work, we will derive the accumulation
model with a physics-based RD simulator [7].
We use two steps to derive the accumulation model. The
first step is to identify the ordering of different power states
that will result in the worst degradation. Based on the simulator, the worst BTI degradation happens when power states are
applied in increasing order of stress voltages. Therefore, for a
given power state distribution (x), there is only one degradation value and it is pessimistic.
The second step is obtaining the accumulation function
through interpolation or fitting. In this work, we first pick
a set of power state distribution samples x. These samples are
generated with fraction of lifetime spent in each power state
being multiple of 0.1. To avoid the low activity region where
the BTI model shows high non-linearity, we limit the total fraction of idle time to be less than 0.3. Therefore, we will only
report the results with d < 0.7.
Assuming g(x) is the accumulation function by the simulator, our accumulation function is fitted with a linear function,
i.e., f (x) = c0 · x + d with c and d being the fitting coefficients,
as the results of the following optimization:
minimize:
subject to:

b
∀x 0 ≤ f (x) − g(x) ≤ b

(7)

We validate this accumulation function against the results
from the simulator. The maximum overestimation is less than
0.5mV for about 10mV threshold voltage degradation.

B. Power and Thermal Model
For chips in the dark silicon era, there can be two types of
constraints, i.e., limit on the instantaneous power consumption and limit on the temperature. For example, Intel Sandy
Bridge [20] has total package power control and responsiveness
via dynamic turbo. The former one controls the the entire
package’s total power consumption, while the latter one allows
the total power consumption to be temporarily higher (e.g.,
1.2-1.3X [20]) than the thermal design power (TDP).
Since the margin is determined at hardware design time, detailed power models may not be available. But the hardware
designer should have estimated power for each hardware power
states. In this work, we assume that the power consumption
at each power state is available for reliability margining purpose. The model should include the power consumption for all
possible power states, including different voltage states (i.e., Pstate) and idle states (i.e., C-state). These power consumption
estimate should also be optimistic (i.e., with smaller values) so
that the derived margin will be pessimistic.
The thermal model should give the static state temperature
under a given power profile for a fixed floorplan and package.
In this work, we will use a thermal simulator, HotSpot [12,22],
which takes the floorplan and power profile trace and can calculate both static state and transient temperature. By using
the simulator, we can obtain the static state temperature increase of one processor core due to power consumed by the
other cores (i.e, A). Based on the thermal-electrical duality,
the superposition principle can be applied here. Therefore,
the temperature can be computed with the values in A without invoking the simulation in the optimization. We have also
validated this superposition principle and the thermal model
using the simulator.

IV. Reliability Margining with Power
Constraints
In this section, we describe the problem formulation for
system with power constraints. The interpretation of man-

agement policy and power constraints are presented in Section IV.A. The optimization formulation is described in Section IV.B.

A. Management Policy and Power Constraints
For circuits in the dark silicon era, certain management mechanisms and policies are essential to enforce the
power/thermal constraints. These policies can affect the system behavior and thus the reliability margin. In some case,
a bad policy can result in the same degradation as what conventional reliability approach indicates. For example, a policy
with a fixed priority in scheduling workload can overload the
first core, resulting in spending entire lifetime at the highest
power state.
In this work, we assume a fair round-robin policy that iterates the scheduling priority between all processor cores. The
iterating frequency can range from once per hour to once per
week. We argue that this is a reasonable, effective, and possibly pessimistic policy due to the following reasons:
• This policy is an open-loop policy that does not rely on
any sensing or monitoring capabilities, and thus is easy
to implement.
• Given a typical hardware life time of multiple years and
scheduling window of a few milliseconds, the number and
length of priority iteration is sufficient to redress the workload imbalance between different cores.
• More sophisticated policies, e.g., close-loop sense-andadapt policies or more advanced management policies [6,
16, 23], may improve the degradation. This makes our assumed policy pessimistic, which is acceptable for margining purposes.
With such management policy, the worst-case workload will
be iterated among all processor cores. So the power states
of all processor cores at a given time will be iterated through
each processor core along its lifetime. Therefore, the temporal
distribution of power states for one processor core is equivalent
to the spatial distribution of power states among all cores. This
property will be exploited in our problem formulation.

B. Problem Formulation
The power constraint limits the total power of all processor
cores. In the power model, processor power is represented as
its power state. So the total power consumption can be calculated from the number of cores in each power state (i.e., x
should be integer variables). As discussed earlier, this spatial
distribution can be converted into the temporal distribution of
power states along the lifetime of one processor core. So the
optimization should maximize the resulting degradation with
power state distribution of x. Therefore, the problem with
power constraints can be formulated as the integer optimization problem described in Equation 8.
maximize:

f (x)

subject to:

xm ≥ 0
x0 · 1 ≤ N

(8)

P0 · x ≤ P max

Fig. 2. Example of two workload cases. Both cases are alternating
their power states between I and II while keeping the temperature
under the thermal limit.

A. Interpreting the Thermal Constraints
Unlike power constraints, thermal constraints do not directly
impact the system instantaneous behavior. Circuits can temporarily operate at high power state if the temperature is below
the limit. Intuitively, there can be two possible pathological
scenarios that may maximize the degradation. The first one
stresses the circuits in a two-phase manner which cools down
the circuits with lower power state and then heats up with high
power state. The second one stresses the circuits in a constant
manner so that the temperature is maintained or has small
fluctuations right below the temperature limit.
We argue that the second scenario will always result in worse
degradation through an example shown in Fig. 2. Both cases
have the same alternating power states (i.e., power state I and
II), but with different alternating frequencies. Since the average temperature of the second case is higher than the first case,
by the thermal model, the heat dissipated from the second case
will be more than the first case. Therefore, the second case can
spend more time in higher power state and thus results in more
wear-out degradation.
So with the thermal constraints, a “constant” stress will
result in more degradation. We also define the dark ratio d
for this thermal-constrained scenario in Equation 9. The term
T max −T amb is the maximum temperature increase allowed for
a given ambient temperature. The term max(A · 1 · max(P))
is the temperature increase when all processor cores are fully
powered up.
d=1−

T max − T amb
max(A · 1 · max(P))

(9)

B. Formulation
As discussed earlier, the thermal constraints can be represented as the limit on the average power, which can be represented as the fraction of time spent in each power states for all
processor cores (i.e., continuous variables S). The static temperature is calculated based on this average power consumption and the pre-characterized temperature-sensitivity matrix
A. The problem with thermal constraints can be formulated
as an optimization problem described in Equation 10.
maximize:

f (S0 · 1)

subject to:

∀m, n

S(m, n) ≥ 0

S·1≤1
A·S·1≤T

(10)
max

×1−T

bak

V. Reliability Margining with Thermal
Constraints
In this section, we describe the problem formulation for system with thermal constraints. The interpretation of thermal
constraints is presented in Section V.A. The optimization formulation is described in Section V.B.

VI. Experimental Results and Discussion
We will demonstrate our proposed architecture-assisted reliability margining methodology for both power- and thermalconstrained scenarios. The experiment setup is described in

Section VI.A. The results for EM margining and BTI margining are presented in Section VI.B and VI.C respectively. Some
of the results and the pessimism in our approaches are discussed in Section VI.D.

A. Experiment Setup
The power model is based on a commercial processor benchmark and a commercial sub-32nm process technology and libraries. The processor benchmark has 32KB L1 instruction
cache, 32KB L1 data cache and 256KB L2 cache. The power
values are derived from the synthesized, placed and routed
results of the processor benchmark. Libraries are characterized at different supply voltages to calculate the operating frequency and power. Five different voltage states are used with
supply voltage ranging from 0.6V to 0.9V. So the total number
of available states is six including the state when the core is
shut down or power gated. The SRAM power is derived from
the memory compiler results. The power and thermal effects
of other un-core components can be accounted for by reducing
the power budget (i.e., Pmax ) or adding into the background
temperature (i.e., Tbak ).
The thermal model (i.e., the values in A) is precharacterized using HotSpot [12, 22]. The chip floorplan size
is configured as 15mm x 15mm. The ambient temperature is
set as 300 K. Other parameters are set the same as default
HotSpot settings. Accumulation model is derived using the
BTI simulator [7]. The BTI simulator results are scaled to
match the built-in NBTI and PBTI models in the process library. We report the BTI degradation (i.e., ∆V th) as the sum
of NBTI and PBTI degradation (i.e., ∆V thn + ∆V thp).
In the experiments, we will compare against conventional
margining approaches, which derives the margin assuming the
core is operating at its highest power state along the entire
lifetime (i.e., equivalent to the cases when d = 0). In order
to test the applicability and scalability of our proposed approaches, we consider the case of 4, 16, 64 and 256 cores which
are placed in 2x2, 4x4, 8x8 and 16x16 arrays respectively. The
power/thermal constraints are determined by the dark ratio d
defined in Equation 1 and 9.

B. EM Results
As mentioned earlier in Section III.A, we will apply our
margining methodology for both local PDN and signal wires.
The accumulation function for unipolar and bipolar current
is applied as discussed in Section III.A. For both the powerconstrained and thermal-constrained scenarios, we obtain the
value of P max and T max by varying the value of dark ratio
d. The optimization results of Equation 8 and 10 are reported
and normalized with respect to the conventional margining approaches (i.e., the case when d = 0).
The results of local PDN under power constraints are plotted in Fig. 3. Compared to our margining approach, conventional approach gives about 3X underestimate of the MTTF
at 60% dark ratio, which is equivalent to about unnecessary
40% metal width margin. The results of signal wires under
power constraints are plotted in Fig. 4. The MTTF underestimate by conventional margining approach is about 7X, which
is equivalent to 60% redundant metal width margin.
We also record the worst-case power state results generated
by our methodology. For local PDN, the worst-case happens
when some of the cores are at the highest power state and other
cores are idle. For signal wires, the worst-case happens when
all cores are active and at some intermediate power states.
This also suggests different preferences in power management
schemes for EM purposes.

(a) MTTF

(b) Metal Width

Fig. 3. EM results with power constraints for local power
distribution network.

(a) MTTF

(b) Metal Width

Fig. 4. EM results with power constraints for signal wires.

The results of same scenarios under thermal constraints are
plotted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Compared to the results under power constraints, the curves are smoother. This is because the power-constrained problem is an integer problem,
while the thermal-constrained problem is continuous. The
over-pessimism of conventional margining approach is similar
to the cases with power constraints. At 60% dark ratio, our
approaches can results in 3-6X less MTTF overestimation and
40%-60% metal width margin reduction.

C. BTI Results
We also apply our methodology for BTI margining. A linear accumulation function is fitted by using the RD simulator
as described in Section III.A. The results for Vth degradation are plotted in Fig. 7. At 60% dark ratio, conventional
margining approaches result in about 3mV overestimate of the
threshold voltage degradation, which is about 18% of the total
degradation. We also apply this degradation difference on a
buffer chain and use SPICE to study the delay impacts. The
around 16 mV threshold degradation requires up to 14% margin on the total delay at the lowest supply voltage (i.e., 0.6V).
At 60% dark ratio, our margining approach is able to reduce
these delay margin values by about 20%, i.e., about 3% total
delay margin reduction. The margin reduction can imply even
more saving in the final design if we consider the interaction
between aging margin and design flow [8].
Among all the results, the number of processor cores does

(a) MTTF

(b) Metal Width

Fig. 5. EM results with thermal constraints for local power
network.
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